Many automatic classifiers were introduced to aid inference of phenotypical effects of uncategorised nsSNVs (nonsynonymous Single Nucleotide Variations) in theoretical and medical applications. Lately, several meta-estimators have been proposed that combine different predictors, such as PolyPhen and SIFT, to integrate more information in a single score. Although many advances have been made in feature design and machine learning algorithms used, the shortage of high-quality reference data along with the bias towards intensively studied in vitro models call for improved generalisation ability in order to further increase classification accuracy and handle records with insufficient data. Since a meta-estimator basically combines different scoring systems with highly complicated nonlinear relationships, we investigated how deep learning (supervised and unsupervised), which is particularly efficient at discovering hierarchies of features, can improve classification performance. While it is believed that one should only use deep learning for high-dimensional input spaces and other models (logistic regression, support vector machines, Bayesian classifiers, etc) for simpler inputs, we still believe that the ability of neural networks to discover intricate structure in highly heterogenous datasets can aid a meta-estimator. We compare the performance with various popular predictors, many of which are recommended by the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG), as well as available deep learning-based predictors. Thanks to hardware acceleration we were able to use a computationally expensive genetic algorithm to stochastically optimise hyper-parameters over many generations. Overfitting was hindered by noise injection and dropout, limiting coadaptation of hidden units. Although we stress that this work was not conceived as a tool comparison, but rather an exploration of the possibilities of deep learning application in ensemble scores, our results show that even relatively simple modern neural networks can significantly improve both prediction accuracy and coverage. We provide open-access to our finest model at http://score.generesearch.ru.
lacking some information about it) the entry becomes incomplete (Table 1 ) and thus 56 requires special handling. Some tools handle missing values like an intrinsic property of 57 the data [21] , some try to impute them (by basically adding another machine learning 58 task) [24] , others are restricted to complete entries. 59 [28] . Deep neural networks have already been used in DANN [1] and 66 Eigen [29] to improve on the CADD's original unsupervised approach, which 67 incorporates hundreds of different features. While it is believed that one should only use 68 DL for high-dimensional input spaces and other models (logistic regression, support 69 vector machines, Bayesian classifiers, etc) for simpler inputs, we still believe that the 70 ability of deep neural networks to discover intricate structure in highly heterogenous 71 datasets can benefit a meta-estimator with relatively few input features, because 72 connections and interaction between different scoring systems can be highly complicated 73 and nonlinear [1] . We want to stress that this work was not conceived as a tool 74 comparison, but rather an exploration of the possibilities of deep learning application in 75 ensemble scores.
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Materials and Methods
77
Testing and training data.
78
Our testing setup is based on the extensive comparative study performed by Dong et 79 al. [24] . Since MetaLR and MetaSVM, introduced in the study, were shown to be state 80 of the art in meta-estimators, it was natural to include them here for the sake of 81 comparison along with other scores evaluated in that study. Thus we had to make sure 82 that our training and testing data did not give our models an unfair advantage, hence 83 we used the testing datasets provided by the authors. Briefly, the authors constructed 84 their first testing dataset out of 120 deleterious mutations (causing 49 different diseases) 85 recently reported in Nature Genetics, and 124 neutral mutations newly discovered from 86 the CHARGE sequencing project [30] . This left us with around 120k variants. We further filtered them to remove any possible 109 splicing-altering substitutions using the annotations from SnpEff 4.1 [32] . After that we 110 removed records found in the testing datasets using the amino-acid notation. After all 111 these steps there were around 96.5k variants left (64.5k deleterious and 32k neutral). Deep learning models. 117 We constructed our classifiers using two basic architectures (Fig 2; a) : the deep 118 multilayer perceptron (MLP) and the stacked denoising autoencoder (sdAE). MLPs are 119 well known and widely used models. Although their basic architecture was introduced 120 decades ago, their modern versions differ significantly in many implementation details. 121 Stacked denoising autoencoders are relatively novel models used for unsupervised and 122 semi-supervised learning and data compression. These networks are first trained as 123 individual shallow denoising autoencoders (Fig 2; b ) by iteratively stacking one on top 124 of another, which is followed by final training (Fig 2; c) . The term "denoising" stands 125 for their ability to reconstruct lousy input records by generalising on training datasets. 126 Stacking several autoencoders on top of each other and training each to reconstruct the 127 output of the previous layer allows to learn a hierarchy of features in the input space in 128 an unsupervised manner. Most feed-forward networks train through stochatic gradient descent (SGD) combined 136 with back-propagation of error. To make learning more efficient, many modifications of 137 the regular stochastic gradient descent have been proposed. Here we explored two 138 modifications: SGD with Nesterov momentum [33] and adagrad [34] . Both algorithms 139 exploit the history of previous updates to prevent learning from slowing down and avoid 140 local minima.
141
One of the greatest plagues of deep learning is actually a consequence of its very 142 strengths -the multitude of neurons in several layers can coadapt to perfectly process 143 the training dataset instead of learning valuable representations, which ultimately leads 144 to overfitting. There are several ways to prevent this coadaptation and force a network 145 to explore the feature space. Here we used dropout as a simple, yet extremely effective 146 regularisation tool [28, 35] . During training, dropout can be interpreted as sampling a 147 part within the full network, and only updating the parameters of the subsampled units 148 during back-propagation. The process hinders coadaptation, because the subsampled 149 networks share their parameters. In our MLPs we applied dropout to all layers, but the 150 output, which can be interpreted as averaging predictions from an ensemble of networks. 151 In sdAEs we only applied dropout to the input layer, which is often referred to as noise 152 injection, which encourages autoencoders to discover intricate relationships between 153 input units while trying to denoise them. hindering convergence. We also used the hyperbolic tangent (tanh), which is considered 161 a superior sigmoidal function, because it is zero-centered and less prone to the vanishing 162 gradient effect (Fig 3; b) . The standard ReLU activation function is given by architectures [37] . At the same time, it has been shown tricky to use the function in 171 autoencoders, due to knockout effect and overshooting [38] , hence it is still more 172 common to use sigmoidal activations in these models.
173
Hyper-parameter optimisation and the training setup.
174
So far we've mentioned various aspects of design and implementation, influencing 175 performance in many different ways [36] . These settings are called hyper-parameters: stochastic optimisation algorithm simulating natural selection over many generations of 182 mutation, recombination and selective pressure [39] . This strategy has already been 183 successfully applied to optimise hyper-parameters in other machine-learning models [40] . 184 Although powerful, genetic algorithms are extremely computationally expensive, 
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• activation function: sigmoid or hyperbolic tangent (in conjunction with 211 appropriate weight initialisation functions).
212
We carried out the process on a machine with 8 Nvidia Titan X (Maxwell) GPUs using 213 model-based parallelism, i.e. each model trained on a separate GPU with its own copy 214 of the data, hence we could train up to 8 models simultaneously. The target function The sdAE run took 54 days of calculations. As with the MLPs, we took 5 best-scoring 253 models, though this time we trained each one for 100k epochs. After benchmarking the 254 models on one million random nsSNVs from the exome (non-overlapping with the 255 training dataset), we picked one model with the lowest absolute-error of reconstruction. 256 It had the following parameters: The main performance indicators we used were the ROC-curve AUC score and the 280 average accuracy score (area under the precision-recall curve), due to their 281 threshold-invariance. We used bootstrapping to approximate the confidence intervals for 282 these indicators. We also estimated the F1-score, Matthews correlation, accuracy, 283 precision and recall on a range of binary cutoff thresholds (supplementary material S2). 284 In our judgement we gave greater importance to the results of test II, because of the 285 vastly greater size ( 100 times more records) and the origin (the Varibench benchmark) 286 of the testing dataset II. The ROC-curve AUC tests supported the results published by 287 Dong et al. [24] in their comparative study 2. The meta-estimators, introduced in that 288 study (MetaLR and MetaSVM), outperformed most of the scores we used in the 289 benchmark. Only our MLP classifier had a slight edge over both these scores in terms of 290 the ROC-curve AUC. Though, MLP and MetaLR showed identical performance on the 291 performed worse than CADD itself on our tests. Some may argue that this lack of 310 precision is due to the fact that CADD, DANN and Eigen were developed with more 311 attention paid to the variation in noncoding regions. Yet, that doesn't explain why our 312 own hybrid semi-supervised model, which was absolutely focused on the exome, didn't 313 beat its purely supervised sibling (though it did outperform most of the other scores we 314 tested). We believe that a lot more research should be invested into unsupervised 315 learning to uncover its full potential (or the lack thereof). 316 Table 3 . Average precision score.
Score Test I  Test II  CADD Here we successfully explored the possibility to efficiently utilise deep learning models to 318 discriminate neutral and likely pathogenic nsSNVs. We tried to use two distinct 319 architectures, one of which made use of unsupervised learning, and optimised 320 hyper-parameters using a genetic algorithm. Although this work was not conceived as a 321 tool comparison, but rather an exploratory study, our results proved that even relatively 322 simple modern neural networks significantly improve prediction accuracy of a 323 deleteriousness prediction tool. Though our semi-supervised model didn't outperform 324 its purely supervised sibling, it bested most of the scores we tested in the study. Our 
